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What another great convention, and great group of people! I want to thank all of you for your participation and enthusiasm, it seemed like everyone was having a great time, especially those winning
at the casino!
As the new ARCA year begins we have a lot to be excited about. There is a renewed energy we
seem to be experiencing with new members, and our newly formed committee to involve our younger members of the industry. These folks (40 and under) are already beginning to breathe new life
into ARCA and with this committee we expect to see much more excitement, energy and activity
this year. And our thanks to Jason Kills of Roofing Consultants who has stepped up to chair the
committee.
Our primary focus this year will be to strengthen members’ engagement in ARCA while continuing
to increase and welcome new members. There were a few non-member guests at convention who
will be joining already! And, if I didn’t emphasize enough why ARCA is such a remarkable association I want to now. It is YOU, the members. Many of us are competitors (contractors and associate
members), however we also a group of business people who take pride in what we do, we support
one another, volunteer when needed and help other companies and individuals develop. We know
how busy everyone is and we can’t thank you enough for every hour(s) you put in. After the Saturday Annual Awards and Installation Dinner concluded there were a number of people who came to
discuss some really great ideas. We will discuss these in the coming weeks. This is the camaraderie
and professionalism I referred to.
Other emphasis will be on working hard to ‘tame’ the regulatory beast by continuing to engage in
the legislative arena. We meet monthly and provide our input, concerns and ideas to our Legislative
Coalition, ASCC (Arizona State Contractors Coalition). This includes OSHA. According to an OSHA
Trade Release (10/4/16) OSHA is proposing 18 changes to its record keeping in an attempt to ‘Modernize OSHA standards’! If new fall protection regulations aren’t enough they are working hard on
silica exposure and I bet dollars to donuts we can expect more.
The ICA (Industrial Commission of AZ) along with ADOSH has developed a Roofing Alliance. ARCA
not only supports this initiative but will be maintaining a database that tracks employee’s safety
training and issues cards for employees to carry with them. This came about from a few concerned
ARCA member companies whom we thank. Read more about the alliance in this month’s Basesheet. This is one area where your engagement is requested and the benefit will directly affect
your company.
I would like to thank all of those who are already supporting ARCA with volunteering and membership/sponsorship commitments, and invite more member employees to get involved and continue to
help us grow and get stronger.

Sincerely,

ARCA OFFICE

4745 North 7th Street, Sute 102
Phoenix, Arizona 85014
Phone:
602-335-0133
Fax:
602-335-0118

Rhonda LaNue, Lyons Roofing
President, Arizona Roofing Contractors Association

F Y I - After many years of minimal to zero use, ARCA is eliminating its toll-free
phone number, 1-877-335-ARCA (2722). You may continue contacting us at our
main phone number, 602-335-0133.

Legislative Update
STATE OF ARIZONA:

ARCA along with other construction trades (operating as the
AZ State Contractors’ Coalition) will continue to lobby the
legislature on Transaction Privilege Tax (TPT) reform. Major
opposition continues to come from the League of Cities and
Towns which continues to float complicated alternatives to
the simplified “point of sale” being pursued by our coalition.
With a third of the legislature expected to turnover due
to term limits or retirements we will start educating the
newcomers immediately after the elections. We also have
legislation drafted for workforce development initiatives as
our industry faces a long term labor shortage and will pursue
some indemnity reform issues. If Proposition 205 (legalizing
marijuana) passes it will create a plethora of problems for
employers trying to maintain a drug free / safety conscience
workplace and throw a monkey wrench into the current
constructive discharge processes. Obviously we would want
our concerns regarding workplace safety to be considered
when any new regulations are promulgated.

FEDERAL:
Workforce Development
The House approved legislation (H.R. 5587) supported
by NRCA to reform career and technical education (CTE)
programs on a bipartisan vote of 405-5. The bill includes
recommendations from NRCA and allied groups that are
designed to make CTE programs more responsive to
employers’ workforce development needs in the future.
H.R. 5587 provides for more effective engagement between
employers and educators in CTE program development;
expands opportunities for work-based learning; and promotes
the development of industry-recognized credentials. It also
increases authorized funding for CTE programs, starting
at $1.13 billion in fiscal year 2017 and increasing to $1.21
billion in 2022. NRCA believes this legislation will provide
new opportunities for roofing contractors to address their
workforce needs through improved CTE programs. A
Senate committee attempted to move forward with similar
legislation in September, but key senators failed to come to
an agreement. Given the short amount of time remaining
in the 114th Congress, NRCA is pushing for the Senate to
approve the House-passed bill during the upcoming “lame
duck” session of Congress.
OSHA Record-keeping Regulation
NRCA is working to mitigate a new problem with a regulation
issued by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) that requires employers to submit injury and illness
records to the agency so they may be posted online for
public inspection. In implementing the regulation, OSHA
officials believe the risk of retaliation against workers for
reporting injuries is so great there must be a limitation of
mandatory post-accident drug and alcohol testing, despite
the fact that this tool is widely used by employers to promote
a safe workplace. The preamble to the final regulation
expresses OSHA’s opposition to mandatory post-accident

testing, but the actual text is silent about its permissibility,
thus creating uncertainty among employers regarding how
the policy will be enforced. NRCA opposed this regulation
and testified before Congress to outline member concerns
regarding how it negatively will affect safety in the roofing
industry. NRCA now is working with Rep. Phil Roe (R-Tenn.)
and other lawmakers to send a letter to OSHA that highlights
the safety benefits of post-accident testing; expresses
concern regarding procedural flaws in the regulation; and
urges OSHA to reconsider the policy.
Paid Sick Leave Regulation
The Department of Labor released its final rule mandating
federal contractors to provide paid sick leave to all
employees who work on or in connection with a covered
federal contract, including contracts governed by the Davis
Bacon Act. Under the final regulation, employees will be
allowed to accrue one hour of paid leave for every 30 hours
worked on or in connection with a covered contract and
only be allowed to use this time while working on a covered
contract. Employees will not accrue any hours while working
on private contracts. The rule allows employees to accrue
up to 56 hours of paid sick leave during the year, and an
employee is eligible to roll over a maximum of 56 hours to
the following year. Employees can use paid sick leave for
a variety of reasons, including recovering from a personal
illness or injury; medical appointments; taking care of a
family member; and purposes resulting from being the victim
of domestic violence, sexual assault or stalking, or to assist
a family member who is such a victim. NRCA filed comments
opposing the rule based on feedback from members who
said the rule would increase labor costs, affect the bidding
process and be a compliance burden. Federal contractors
should review their current leave policy and prepare for the
new requirements, which take effect Jan. 1, 2017.
Regulatory Reform Legislation
In recent years, many of the Obama administration’s
regulatory initiatives have been challenged in the courts,
and several have been overturned. Given the likelihood of
further litigation regarding existing and future regulations, the
House of Representatives passed H.R. 3438, the Require
Evaluation before Implementing Executive Wishlists Act,
introduced by Rep. Tom Marino (R-Pa.). This legislation
would block “high impact rules” (those estimated to cost more
than $1 billion annually) from taking effect until all related
court challenges are settled. This legislation would help
businesses save money and time that would be expended
to become compliant with a new regulation despite the fact
that it is later overturned by the courts. President Obama
issued a veto threat of H.R. 3438 and only a handful of
Democrats joined virtually all Republicans in supporting the
measure. NRCA continues to explore avenues such as H.R.
3438 to achieve real regulatory reform to provide relief for its
members, but achieving bipartisan consensus in a divided
government is proving highly elusive.

written by Bill Good, NRCA

In March 25, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issued a long-anticipated final rule
on occupational exposure to crystalline silica. Silica is
a naturally occurring element found in a host of construction materials, most notably in concrete. In the
roofing industry, where I earn my living, silica is found
in such other products as concrete and clay roof tiles,
mortar and even slate.
During the rulemaking process, my employer, the National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA), commented and testified in opposition to the rule, for two
important reasons.
First, we argued that the new exposure limit of 50 micrograms per cubic meter — measured on an eighthour, time-weighted average basis — is so low that it
is virtually impossible to take measurements on a construction job site that will be accurate. Second, we argued that the supposed health benefits of the rule are
far outweighed by the new safety risks it imposes.
The rule is written so that an employer who chooses
to use “wet” cutting methods when handling products
containing silica, along with providing dust masks to
workers who may be exposed, will be deemed to be
in compliance. On the surface, this seems like a reasonable approach, but consider what it means for the
average roofer.

When tile roofs are installed, the tiles must be cut to fit
precisely the shape of the roof, for all of the obvious
reasons. That cutting is commonly done on the roof, to
ensure a perfect fit and to minimize the number of trips
workers must make up and down ladders.
Roofers today are required to wear harnesses with lanyards (for fall protection reasons) when they are on the
roof so they are already at risk for tripping. Now they
are expected to use a wet saw, which weighs significantly more than a saw without attachments and requires a hose, to do that same work.
The risk of tripping is therefore effectively doubled,
or worse, with the introduction of water on the roof’s
surface. And what makes matters even worse is that
the wet dust that accumulates during this process will
discolor the tiles, as well as other parts of the home or
building it comes in contact with.
The alternative for a roofing contractor is to make an
initial determination as to whether his or her employees will be exposed at a new “action level” of 25 micrograms per cubic meter — an exposure one-tenth
of OSHA’s current levels. And if that small amount of
exposure is present, then a whole series of compliance
measures come into play: conducting training, providing medical surveillance for the employees, keeping
medical records for an extended period of time, prohibiting others from having access to the work area and

on and on.
If all of this sounds vaguely familiar, it is because it is
remarkably similar to the approach OSHA took with occupational exposure to asbestos some 25 years ago.
Our industry spent literally millions of dollars to comply
with that rule, despite the fact that asbestos was only
used in roofing products where it was fully encapsulated and thus posed virtually no risk to roofing workers.
As with OSHA’s asbestos rule, the new silica rule imposes massive new regulatory requirements designed
to limit exposure to a substance that poses very little
risk to roofing workers. And worse, the new rule significantly increases the risks of trips, slips and falls, which
in the roofing industry can be deadly.
And while we are not aware of a single case of a roofing worker contracting silicosis, we know that roofers
had 71 fatal falls in 2014.

Unfortunately, the future with the silica rule is also all
too predictable. Large contractors — those with deep
pockets — will become OSHA’s target. They will be
forced to take elaborate steps to be in compliance with
the new rule, and fined heavily if they are not. Rather
than enforcing the rule evenly, OSHA will elect to make
examples of a few companies, with the goal of frightening others into complying.
Roofers will get hurt, by tripping and getting tangled up
in all the equipment that will be on rooftops. And plaintiffs’ attorneys will be waiting in the wings, advertising
to find people who might have respiratory issues and
might have worked around silica at some point in their
lives.
And the cost of a new roof will go up, unless the homeowner hires someone in the black market. Then, when
one of those workers gets hurt on the job, the homeowner will be brought into the ensuing litigation, as well.

Still, the outcome with the asbestos rule was sadly predictable: Even 25 years later, roofing contractors are
facing civil suits from workers who are convinced — or
have been convinced — their lung cancer or mesothelioma was directly attributable to working on roofs.

What is most disturbing about all of this is that the industry’s safety and health resources could be put to
much better use — conducting training, for example,
or working to prevent the most commonly occurring
accidents and injuries, which involve musculoskeletal
stresses.

One contractor is currently facing a suit brought by the
estate of a man who worked for the roofing company,
as best they can determine, for a total of two weeks in
the 1960s as an independent contractor. With the new
silica rule, we can expect more of the same.

According to the Centers for Disease Control, the number of silica-related deaths in the U.S. has gone from
1,157 in 1968 to 101 in 2010, the last year for which the
CDC has records. It says the decrease is attributable in
large measure to improvements in mine safety.

And there is one other outcome that is rarely talked
about, but is equally insidious. It is that the increased
pile of regulations that employers — and especially
small employers — must deal with has accelerated the
development of a black market, where employers are
willing to risk getting caught, pay their workers in cash
and thereby have a huge advantage in a marketplace
that is often driven by being the lowest bidder.

And yet we will face the wrath of OSHA as we try valiantly to comply with yet another complicated, expensive and arguably more dangerous rule.

Those contractors know that OSHA simply doesn’t
have the resources to inspect every small residential
construction project; they also know OSHA inspectors
are not anxious to climb ladders at someone’s home to
conduct a proper investigation.
So the cheaters get away with it while the professional
contractors — those who try in good faith to comply
with complicated and unnecessary rules — wind up
being penalized. And what makes that even worse is
that a large number of employees of the black marketeers are undocumented workers, who often don’t
get paid even the minimum wage and certainly receive
no benefits. Yet the black marketeers have become a
force in the market.

ARCA Underwrites Silica
Study
The new silica rules promulgated by OSHA allow for
The use of “objective data” which can be collected by
third parties. To that end ARCA has joined with NRCA
in their effort to collect clinical justified data. Many of
OSHA’s claims when they ramrodded the Legislation
through Congress cannot be substantiated. We suspect that many of the exposure limits will be below the
“Permissible Exposure Limit” (PEL) threshold.
ARCA’s Executive Committee approved $7,500 to help
in the data collection effort. In the near future we will
also be requesting select members conduct particulate
tests when cutting.

APOC COOL ROOF SOLUTIONS
®

The COOL Way to Save Time and Money!
#252, #248 and #247
Designed with Superior Hiding Ability
Resists Cracking, Peeling and Mildew
Tremendous Durability & Long Term Life
Drastically Lowers Roof Temperature
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The Leader in Cool Roof Technology!
(West) 800-562-5669

www.apoc.com
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APOC 264 FLASH N’ SEAL
®

®
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Available in White and Tan
Sizes: 1 gallon, 3.5 gallon & 5 gallon

Stops Leaks
Fiber Reinforced
Long Lasting Flexible Repair
Best Patch Prior to Reflective Coating

The BEST Acrylic Patch Under The Sun!
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As though making a profit is not difficult enough in normal
circumstances, many businesses are seeing a relatively
new and growing threat in the form of serial lawsuits alleging violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
News reports and public records in Maricopa County show
hundreds of lawsuits filed in 2016 alleging that the defendant (usually a property owner) has violated the ADA
by failing to have ADA-compliant signs for handicapped
parking spaces.
These lawsuits are almost identically worded and are
filed by various similarly named “advocacy” groups.[1]
([URL http://lang-klain.com/pdf/ada/redacted-complaint.
pdfView) a typical suit [/], together with [URL http://langklain.com/pdf/ada/redacted-discovery.pdf] discovery [/]
that is also usually served with the suit.) Even though the
Arizona Attorney General has [URL] https://www.azag.
gov/sites/default/files/Motion%20to%20Intervene.pdf
moved to intervene in these suits [/], in order to have them
dismissed as groundless and abusive, there is no indication that the suits will abate in the near future.[2]
If you are a property owner, you may ask: Is there anything I can do to avoid being targeted by one of these
suits? If I receive a demand letter, should I simply pay the
$7,500 typically demanded in these lawsuits, or should I
fight it? In general, the answers are these: Yes, you can
take steps now to reduce the chances of falling victim
to one of these lawsuits. If you are sued by one of the
ADA advocacy groups, you should probably fight it. Back-

By George King

ground Typically, the property owner is sued for technical violations of ADA standards for handicapped parking
signs. These signs were often compliant when installed,
but are now non-compliant because the standards were
changed in 2010.
Specifically, these recent lawsuits allege that the property
owner violated the ADA (as well as a similar state statute) by (a) not placing its handicapped parking signs at a
sufficient height and (b) not indicating that certain spaces
are “van accessible.” These specific ADA standards come
from a government document, 2010 ADA Standards for
Accessible Design.
These lawsuits take advantage of an apparently little-noticed change in the 2002 ADA Accessibility Guidelines that
the 2010 Standards replaced. Under the 2002 guidelines,
there was no fixed height for handicapped parking signs.
Instead, the signs were required to “be located so they
cannot be obscured by a vehicle parked in the space.”[3]
The same section of the 2002 guidelines also required
that the signs be visible to drivers: “Signs designating
parking places for disabled people can be seen from a
driver’s seat if the signs are mounted high enough above
the ground and located at the front of a parking space.”
The 2010 ADA Standards, which became mandatory on
March 15, 2012, require that handicapped parking spaces be at least 60 inches above the finish floor or ground
surface, measured from the bottom of the sign.[4] This
change meant that many handicapped parking signs that
met the 2002 ADA Guidelines were now in violation of the

2010 ADA Standards. Although property owners can often
take advantage of a “grandfather” provision that protects
previously compliant signs, such protection evaporates
as soon as a property owner re-stripes its parking lot.
Non-Compliance Lawsuits Given this little-noticed technical change, it has been easy for the advocacy groups
to find non-compliant signs. Once the signs are identified,
a lawsuit is filed (apparently without warning or notice),
demanding compliance and seeking attorneys’ fees and
costs. The plaintiff group also typically serves discovery,
demanding answers to a host of questions about the
property owner’s business and practices relating to parking and other accessibility issues.
If the property owner contacts the plaintiff, the typical response is to demand compliance and payment of a significant sum, such as $7,500, as contained in sample
complaint linked above. Practical business owners, faced
with the choice of litigation or a quick - though pricey - settlement, might opt for settlement, which of course is the
likely goal of this batch of lawsuits. Lawsuit Avoidance If
you own property with handicapped parking spaces, go to
your parking lot and measure the distance between the
bottom of the handicapped sign and the ground or floor.
Also check to make sure you have at least one van-accessible handicapped space, with a sign to that effect. If
the bottom of your sign is less than 60 inches from the
floor or ground, or if you do not have a “Van Accessible”
sign, you are at great risk of becoming the victim of this
recent wave of lawsuits.
A good resource for parking compliance issues is the
Channel 15 News website. But because the ADA covers
far more than just parking lots, you would be well-served
to hire a professional to ensure that your entire property fully complies with all of the most recent ADA guidelines. Fighting the Lawsuit The fact that you might have
a non-compliant sign does not mean that you are automatically liable, or that, even if your business is liable, an
advocacy group plaintiff actually has a valid claim against
you.
Even if you raced out to your parking lot and hired a licensed contractor to bring your signs into compliance,
your business may have already been sued. Do not despair, however, because there are a number of defenses
to these recent lawsuits.
Fixing the Problem. Your first line of defense is to fix any
legitimately identified ADA compliance issues. As noted
above, it would not be surprising that your handicapped
parking signs are too low. The plaintiff has argued (and
will continue to argue) that merely fixing the problems
will not make the lawsuit “moot” and therefore subject to
dismissal. However, even if not entirely successful, your
prompt, good-faith effort at compliance should dramatically reduce your company’s exposure to an award of costs
or attorneys’ fees. (The entity plaintiff apparently does not
claim actual damages, and the typical individual plaintiff if one is named - may never have visited your property).
Legal Standing. The second line of defense is to chal-

lenge the plaintiff’s standing. Although these plaintiff
groups’ strategies are constantly evolving, typically they
allege that one of their members is handicapped, visited the property, and intends to visit the property again. If
challenged, the plaintiff may have a hard time making that
argument stick, especially in light of recent news reports
suggesting that the supposedly handicapped individual
did not actually have a disability.
Right to Attorneys’ Fees. A third line of defense is to challenge the plaintiff’s right to recover attorneys’ fees. In the
current wave of lawsuits, sometimes the plaintiff claims
that it is entitled to fees under a state statute that does not
apply to cases filed by private individuals.
Insurance Coverage. There is hope that certain insurance
policies may cover these ADA claims, both to provide a
defense and potentially to cover some or all of any ultimate award. The most promising avenue for coverage appears to be Third Party Coverage under an Employment
Practices Liability policy; however, little case law exists on
this very new coverage issue, so it is impossible to predict
with certainty whether coverage exists.
In any event, if you decide to fight the suit, and if your
business is a corporation or an LLC, you must have a lawyer represent the entity in Superior Court. Unless you are
an attorney, you cannot represent the company, and, if
you try, you are likely to face a default judgment. Conclusion ADA compliance is important legally, and important to
a decent and inclusive society. But laws passed with the
best of intentions can be misused, which is what is happening now with these serial lawsuits aimed at unknown
and easily corrected violations.
Avoid being a victim of an abusive lawsuit by bringing your
parking lot, and the rest of your facility, into ADA compliance as soon as possible. If, despite your best efforts, you
are sued by one of these plaintiff groups, do not assume
that your only option is to pay an extortionate sum to avoid
litigation. Consult a lawyer right away to see what defenses you have, and also to see what options are currently
(and may become) available given the recent actions of
the Arizona Attorney General’s Office. Finally, notify your
insurance carrier immediately after receiving a demand or
a lawsuit.
[1] These groups include: “Advocates for Individuals with
Disabilities Foundation, Inc.,” “Advocates for Individuals
with Disabilities, LLC,” and “Advocates for American Disabled Individuals, LLC.” As of this date, only the first two
of these entities are authorized to do business in Arizona,
and it is not clear that the third entity even exists, in Arizona or elsewhere.
[2] At the time this article was written, the Attorney General’s motion to intervene had not yet been decided.
[3] ADA Accessibility Guidelines § 4.6.4.
[4] 2010 ADA Standards § 502.6.

2016 Convention
The Arizona Roofing Contractors Association (ARCA) held
its 47th Annual Convention and Election of 2017 Board of
Directors on October 8th at Casino Del Sol in Tucson, AZ.
Special awards recognizing the Roofer of the Year and Associate Member of the Year were announced.
Roofer of the Year: Gorman Roofing Services, Phoenix,
AZ - Award accepted by Larry Miller, Vice President, for strict
adherence to workmanship standards, exemplary ethics in
all business dealings, corporate citizenship, and integrity and
conduct that reflects positively on the roofing industry.
Associate Member of the Year: APOC - Accepted by Rene
Lujan, AZ Territory Sales Representative, for underwriting of
worker safety training, corporate citizenship, and long standing support to improve the quality of roofing products and
workmanship performed for AZ consumers.
Committee Chair of the Year: Bryan Hill of WRECORP accepted this award for his years of dedication and leadership
in coordinating the highly successful New Pathways Charity
Bowling Tournament.
Volunteer of the Year: Deanna Mergener of Touchdown
Sportswear was awarded for her outstanding work coordinating silent auction at both New Pathways Bowling and the
Annual Convention.

ARCA Awards
“Honorary
Membership”
Honorary

membership

status has only ever been
awarded to one individual
in ARCA’s 47 year history
as an organization. Bill Good, NRCA Executive Vice
President was the second recepient of this distinction

Scott Morgan (Tamko
Building Products) is

Presented Lifetime Member

at the Annual Meeting in Tucson. In recognizing Bill,
John Plescia, from Star Roofing cited his outstanding
career of advocacy, and raising the standards of professionalism on behalf of the roofing industry world
wide. After 42 years at the helm of NRCA Bill will be

Award

retiring in June 2017.

ARCA Presents Lifetime Member Award to Tamko

ARCA Creates New

Representative Scott Morgan.
ARCA has awarded less than a dozen Life Memberships in the 46 years of its charter. The Life Member
distinction is provided solely with Board of Directors

Committee

Over the years it has been mentioned that ARCA

approval. This honor is bestowed only to those individ-

needs to tailor more activities to our younger / emerg-

uals who have served the ARCA in extraordinary ways.

ing leaders and stay current with new communication

Scott has volunteered and taken leadership roles in

technologies utilized by the younger members. Presi-

numerous ARCA events and committees for over 15
years and has always exhibited the highest level of
respect for the association, its members, and for the
ARCA Code of Conduct. Scott is an ambassador for
our association and his integrity and conduct always
reflects positively on both ARCA and the roofing industry in general
We are extremely proud to announce that Scott Morgan of Tamko Building Products has been awarded the
prestigious distinction as a Life Member at the annual
meeting held at the Casino del Sol in Tucson, AZ on
October 8, 2016.

dent Rhonda LaNue has responded to this request by
creating the Young Professionals Committee. The
concept is so new that might not even be the actual
name of the committee – that will be up to the participants to decide. Board member Jason Kill, from
Roofing Consultants of AZ has agreed to chair this
new endeavor. Their mission—evaluate how ARCA
communicates and interacts with emerging generations and make recommendations to the Board on how
to attract, develop and retain the under 40 segment of
our membership.

World-Class Service

ABC’s Promise To You

It’s one thing to promise world-class
service, and another to deliver it.
That’s why ABC developed the Customer Service Delivery System (CSDS) – a standardized,
disciplined series of practices and procedures designed to ensure accuracy and minimize errors. CSDS begins
with precise, comprehensive order taking. If you are picking up an order, we’ll have you loaded and back to your
job site promptly. You can schedule your crews with conﬁdence, because we’ll plan deliveries around your
needs, double-check every load, call when it’s complete, and even document the delivery with digital pictures.
We stake our reputation on service. Experience the CSDS difference at ABC Supply.

Rooﬁng • Siding • Windows • Tools • Gutter • Accessories • and More
To ﬁnd the ABC branch nearest you,
Call 800-786-1210 or
visit www.abcsupply.com

Committed to Getting Your Job Done

Easier

Looking for a way to improve
your productivity? We make it easy.
ABC delivers the highest level of service in the industry – service designed to help you get your job
done. Our Customer Service Delivery System (CSDS) was developed to get your order where you want it, when
you want it, with astonishing accuracy, every time. Go ahead and schedule your crews with conﬁdence.
And our new Solution Center makes our showroom your showroom. Choosing the right combination of product
type, color and accessories just got a lot easier. We’re not just another wholesale distributor. At ABC Supply,
you’ll ﬁnd dedicated people committed to helping your business succeed.

Rooﬁng • Siding • Windows • Tools • Gutter • Accessories • and More
To ﬁnd the ABC branch nearest you,
Call 800-786-1210 or
visit www.abcsupply.com

toll of fall injuries.

FALLS,

TRIPS,

AND SLIPS

Successful reduction of fall injury and fatality rates requires continued concerted efforts of regulators and
industry leaders, professional associations and labor
unions, employers and employees, safety professionals and researchers in enhancing the work environment, implementing new effective fall prevention and
protection technologies, and improving the work safety
culture through continuous education of the workforce.
NIOSH, as the leader in occupational safety research,
plays a key role in these complex fall-injury prevention
efforts.

Falls are a persistent hazard found in all occupational settings. A fall can occur during the simple acts of
walking or climbing a ladder to change a light fixture
or as a result of a complex series of events affecting
an ironworker 80 feet above the ground. According to
the 2009 data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 605
workers were killed and an estimated 212,760 workers were seriously injured by falls to the same or lower
level.
The highest frequency of fall-related fatalities was experienced by the construction industry, while the highest counts of nonfatal fall injuries continue to be associated with the health services and the wholesale and
retail industries. Healthcare support, building cleaning
and maintenance, transportation and material moving,
and construction and extraction occupations are particularly at risk of fall injuries.
NIOSH studied the stability of mast climbers during
a fall arrest condition through physical testing. More
testing to investigate anchored mast climber conditions, worker posture, and material handling hazards
is scheduled. Circumstances associated with fall incidents in the work environment frequently involve slippery, cluttered, or unstable walking/working surfaces;
unprotected edges; floor holes and wall openings; unsafely positioned ladders; and misused fall protection.
Federal regulations and industry consensus standards
provide specific measures and performance-based
recommendations for fall prevention and protection.
However, persistent unsafe practices and low safety
culture across many industries define steady fall injury
rates year after year.
Fall injuries constitute a considerable financial burden:
workers’ compensation and medical costs associated
with occupational fall incidents have been estimated at
approximately $70 billion annually in the United Sates
[NSC 2002]. Many countries are facing the same challenges as the United States on fall injury in the workplace. The international public health community has a
strong interest in developing strategies to reduce the

2nd Annual Open House /
Back to School Drive
‘Thank you’ to everyone that joined us yesterday for
the 2nd Annual Open House and Back to School Drive
on August 11. Our theme was education and we were
proud to introduce the 2016 Arizona Roofing Industry
Foundation Scholarship Recipients. We had three recipients in attendance – Virginia Martin, Stephanie Miller and Julianna Starkweather.
Everyone was generous in their school supplies and
monetary donations. Members of the National Junior
Honor Society assisted with shopping and sorting the
supplies that was distributed to Tumbleweed Center for
Youth Development, StreeliteUSA and a Title 1 school
in the Phoenix area. Rhonda Pearman joined in on the
efforts and shopped in the Tucson area with school
supplies donated to the Pima Prevention Partnership.
To learn more about the Arizona Roofing Industry Foundation visit http://www.azroofingfoundation.org/.

New Arizona Independent
Contractor Law is of Little
Value to Contractors, Subs

ARCA Joins the AZ OSHA
Alliance Program

In passing a law that formalizes independent contractor status, the Legislature made it largely irrelevant to
Arizona’s construction industry.

come signatories to create and participate in the Alli-

By Kevin Estevez and Lori Guner

implementing project plans that emphasize raising

A new, well-publicized state law that
went into effect August 6, 2016, provides guidelines for
creating a lawful
independent contractor relationship.
Unfortunately, the recently enacted A.R.S. § 23-1601
generally excludes licensed contractors and subcontractors.

initiatives, and offering opportunities for roofing con-

The statute provides guidelines for companies in other industries to create a “rebuttable presumption” of a
lawful independent contractor relationship, by, among
other things, having a worker complete a “Declaration
of Independent Business Status.” But Subsection C
provides that the statute does not apply to general contractors and subcontractors unless they are “contracting with an independent contractor to perform services
that do not require a license pursuant to [A.R.S.] Title
32, Chapter 10,” which governs contractors.
This means that generals and subs are likely able to
use the newly created “Declaration of Independent
Business Status” only to create the presumption of independent contractor relationships with workers that
do not actually perform construction work (e.g., office
workers and support staff, circumstances permitting).
When considering whether to hire a construction worker as an independent contractor, contractors and subs
should instead consider the guidelines and requirements explained in the Arizona Registrar of Contractors
(ROC) [URL https://roc.az.gov/sites/default/files/files/
sps102_independent_contractors_and_employees.
pdf] Substantive Policy Statement 102. They should
also be mindful that a construction worker hired as an
independent contractor must be properly licensed by
the ROC.

ARCA along with ten of our largest members have beance Program. The fledgling effort will support OSHA’s
strategic goals by developing Alliance agreements and
awareness of OSHA’s rulemaking and enforcement
tractors to participate in the rulemaking process. Initial
efforts will revolve around fall protection training and
compliance. A new card will be developed certifying
an employee’s successful passage of a fall protection
class tied to a stepped disciplinary action plan taken
against employees who fail to comply. Alliances provide a forum for employers and workers to work together to resolve workplace safety and health issues. This
is an entirely new concept and process in Arizona and
the roofing industry is the first trade to form an Alliance.
We will keep you informed as this effort develops and
specific program requirements and expectations are
clarified.

DO YOU SHOP ONLINE?
Shop online with AmazonSmile and help the Arizona
Roofing Industry Foundation raise funds for educational scholarships. Select ARIF as your benefiting
charity (click here) and Amazon.com will donate .05%
of eligible purchases. Don’t forget to bookmark the
page and shop year round with amazonsmile.

✔ Energy Savings
✔ CRRC Rated
✔ LEED Certified
✔ California Title 24
✔ Energy Star Rated
✔ UL Class A Fire Ratings
✔ Material & System
Warranties
(Labor/Materials)

✔ Sustainable Systems
(Eliminated Roof Tear-Off)

✔ Affordable Solutions
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✔ Reduces Thermal Shock

ELASTOMERIC ROOFING SYSTEMS
The Last Roof You’ll Ever Need!
1719 W. Buchanan Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007-3333
(602) 253-1168 • www.kmcoatingsmfg.com

Beware of “No Damages for
Delay” Clauses
Arizona law bans no-damages-for-delay clauses in
prime contracts relating to public projects, but not to
private contracts.
By Kevin Estevez
Arizona’s construction laws generally allow contractors
to recover monetary damages arising out of delays
caused by the project owner (or by the general contractor, if the damaged party is a subcontractor).
For protection against delay-related damages, some
owners and general contractors may try to add “no
damages for delay” clauses to their agreements. Given the potentially severe financial impact these provisions can have on the parties who are asked to accept
them, no-damages-for-delay provisions should be fully
understood and carefully considered before signing a
contract.

Not Enforceable in Public Prime Contracts
Some states have barred or restricted the use of
no-damages-for-delay clauses, and others have created common law exceptions to their enforceability.
In Arizona, the enforceability of a no-damages-for-delay provision generally depends on whether the contract pertains to a public or private project. Under Arizona law (A.R.S. §§ 34-221(F) and 41-2617), those
clauses are unenforceable in prime contracts on public
projects. In fact, in a 2012 case, Technology Const., Inc.
v. City of Kingman, the Arizona Court of Appeals held
that, despite the existence of a no-damages-for-delay clause, the City was liable for the delays it caused
based on § 34-221(F).

Enforceable on Private Projects
In contrast to public projects, Arizona law does not
prohibit no-damages-for-delay clauses in contracts on
private construction projects. Moreover, Arizona has
a strong preference for upholding parties’ freedom to
contract. Thus, no-damages-for-delay clauses are likely generally enforceable in Arizona in private construction contracts.
Even on private projects, though, enforceability in Arizona might not be absolute. Other states have carved
out exceptions, and in the right circumstances Arizona
courts might be inclined to adopt them.
For example, in a 1986 New York case (Corinno Civetta Construction Corp. v. City of New York), the court

ruled that a no-damages-for-delay clause would not
preclude a damaged contractor’s right to recover for
delays:
• caused by the other party’s bad faith or “willful,
malicious or grossly negligent conduct”;
• that were “so unreasonable that they constitute an
intentional abandonment of the contract”; or
• resulting from the other party’s breach of a “fundamental obligation of the contract.”

Conclusion
The exceptions listed above are speculative, and contracting parties should not assume that they offer any
reliable protection in Arizona. Instead, for contracts
on private Arizona construction projects, contractors
(in contracting with an owner) and subcontractors (in
contracting with a general contractor) should assume
that Arizona courts will enforce a clear and well-written no-damages-for-delay clause. Thus, it is critical for
contractors and subcontractors to identify and carefully consider such provisions before signing a contract.
Failure to do so could be financially disastrous.
Click here to read the more detailed article on which
this summary is based. http://www.lang-klain.com/
publications/constructionadvisor/no-damages-for-delay-clauses.htm

Arizona
Save Two Ways
ARCA members who buy a new AAA membership can
save money two ways:
• Get the special group rate of 10-15 percent off the
membership fee for the first year.
• Get one additional household associate free. Two
memberships for the price of one!
This offer ends November 30th, 2016.
To enroll, go to www.az.aaa.com/group/ten, enter G653
for your organization and select your membership. Or
enroll by calling Kim Avila at 602.650.2783.

Quality You Can Trust!

Steep Slope
low Slope

©2011 GAF 3/11

North America’s Largest
Roofing Manufacturer!

www.gaf.com
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Announcing

THE NEXT
GENERATION
in TPO roofing.

GAF scientists have developed
EverGuard ® Extreme™ TPO...
designed for solar and other
high heat applications...

EverGuard ® Extreme™ TPO
is the next generation in
TPO membranes—with the
best guarantee in the industry!

Solar panels (which are dark in color
by nature) can create areas of high
temperatures up to 190°F on adjacent
roof surfaces. Other highly reflective
architectural structures (such as mirrored
glass) can act as solar magnifiers and
concentrate sunlight onto nearby roof
surfaces. This concentrated sunlight can
be far more intense than ambient sunlight —
leading to premature membrane failure.

GAF scientists have created the
next generation in TPO membranes,
built to handle the extreme demands
that new rooftop applications can
place on roofing membranes. EverGuard®
Extreme™ TPO uses proprietary stabilizers
and UV absorbers to achieve weathering
performance far beyond current standards.
That means more protection for your
customers — and for you.

Not eligible for Well Roof™ Advantage Guarantee extension.
See guarantee for complete coverage and restrictions
©2011 GAF 2/11 •

www.gaf.com

TPT Update

By James G. Busby, Jr., The Cavanagh Law Firm

1, the state’s long-standing sales, use, and severance
tax return, will not be accepted for reporting periods
beginning on or after June 1, 2016.
Businesses that only have one location in Arizona and
only report to one taxing jurisdiction in Arizona may
use Form TPT-EZ. The department refers to that as a
simplified form. While it is simplified compared with the
new Form TPT-2, it is comparable to the department’s
old form, Form TPT-1.

Arizona, along with Alabama, Colorado, and Louisiana,
is one of four states that allows municipalities to administer their own sales taxes.

Sales Tax Simplification Promised and Delayed
To simplify the sales tax reporting process, the Arizona Legislature passed a bill in 2012 that required the
Depart- ment of Revenue to implement a central online
portal by January 1, 2015, that would permit taxpayers
who are required to pay municipal sales taxes that are
not collected by the department the option of reporting and paying the taxes using the portal.1 In 2013 the
Legislature passed a more comprehensive sales tax
reform bill.2

Businesses with more than one location in Arizona or
that report to more than one Arizona taxing jurisdiction
must use Form TPT-2. Taxpayers now must report
their gross receipts and deductions separately for each
business location in Arizona and for each reporting jurisdiction. Thus, for example, a business that operates
two separate retail stores in Arizona is now required to
report the gross income and deductions for each store
separately, even if the stores are located in the same
municipality.

Electronic Reporting Now Required by
Some
The department encourages all businesses to file their
sales tax returns electronically at www.aztaxes.gov. As
of July 1, 2016, businesses with two or more locations
in Arizona are required to file Form TPT-2 electronically.

The portal and Arizona’s other sales tax reforms were
to take effect January 1, 2015. Some of the changes
did go into effect on that date, such as Arizona’s cumbersome new rules governing the taxation of construction contractors and the rule that prevents municipalities from initiating a sales or use tax audit unless the
company is engaged in business in only one municipality or the municipality is authorized by the department to conduct the audit.

For Now, Non-Program Cities Still Collect
Their Own Taxes

However, the most important simplifications — those
that would have required the department to issue
all municipal sales tax licenses, process all municipal sales tax returns, and receive all municipal sales
tax payments — did not go into effect on January 1,
2015, as planned because the department’s computer
system was not ready to accommodate the changes.
Rather, those important reforms were delayed — first
until January 1, 2016, and then indefinitely — although
the department now believes its computer system will
be ready to accommodate those changes beginning
this fall.

Accordingly, for now, taxpayers must continue reporting taxes directly to Arizona’s non-program cities using the separate forms required by each city. Arizona’s
non-program cities are Apache Junction, Avondale,
Chandler, Douglas, Flagstaff, Glendale, Mesa, Nogales, Peoria, Phoenix, Prescott, Scottsdale, Tempe,
and Tucson.

New Tax Forms and Location-Based Reporting Now Required
On June 29 the department announced that Form TPT-

Although the instructions for Form TPT-EZ and Form
TPT-2 indicate that all city taxes should be reported on
those forms, a June 29, 2016, email from the department clarified that it will not begin collecting taxes for
the state’s 14 non-program cities until sometime this
fall.

Practice Tip
To help taxpayers and tax professionals familiarize
them- selves with Arizona’s new reporting requirements, the de- partment set up a page on its website
with links to tax reporting guides, forms, tax rates, deduction codes, infor- mation concerning location-based
reporting, and more. The department also published instructional videos on its YouTube channel.

Upcoming Events

Welcome New ARCA Members
• Cal-Pro Roofing
Steve Urcino, 602-789-1022
• EZ Vent N Closure
Jim Palomo, 214-837-7877
• Jim Baldwin Roofing
John Cox, 928-758-6296
• RDM Contracting
Rusty McCarthy, 936-206-4051
• SFS Intec
Jason Johnson, 916-373-9912

october

OSHA 30-Hour Training in Phoenix
(English)
ARCA office (4745 N. 7th St., Ste. 103,
Phoenix)

Oct 28
- Nov
18
7:00am3:30pm

november

Construction Career Days

5636 East McDowell Rd Phoenix

Nov
3-4

8:00am2:00pm

Tile Roofing Installer Certification
(Phoenix)

ARCA office (4745 N. 7th St., Ste. 103,
Phoenix)

OSHA 10-Hour Training in Tucson
(English)

Mahoney Group (5330 N. La Cholla Blvd.,
Tucson)

OSHA 10-Hour Training in Tucson
(Spanish)

Mahoney Group (5330 N. La Cholla Blvd.,
Tucson)

Dinner Meeting (Tucson): How to Understand You Financial Statements
Li’L Abner’s Steakhouse, 8501 N. Silverbell
Road, Tucson

Dinner Meeting (Phoenix): How to Understand You Financial Statements

Doubletree Suites, 320 N. 44th Street, Phoenix

Nov 9

8:00am4:00pm

Nov
10-11

7:00am-

12:00pm

Nov
10-11

12:30pm-

5:00pm

Nov
15

4:00pm

Nov
16

4:00pm

december

OSHA 10-Hour Training in Phoenix
(English)

ARCA office (4745 N. 7th St., Ste. 103,
Phoenix)

4th Annual Holiday Party

Dec
1-2

7:00am-

12:p0am

Dec
99

ARCA Office Courtyard (Between the North
and South Buildings), 4745 N. 7th Street,
Phoenix

4:00pm-

OSHA 10-Hour Training in Phoenix
(Spanish)

Dec
15-16

ARCA office (4745 N. 7th St., Ste. 103,
Phoenix)

6:00pm

7:00am-

12:p0am

ARIZONA ROOFING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT - RHONDA

LYONS ROOFING

2016 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

LANUE

878 West Illini Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85041
Phone 602-276-5515 Fax 602-276-7089
Email rlanue@lyonsroofing.com

1ST VICE PRESIDENT - CHUCK

TECTA AMERICA ARIZONA

CHAPMAN

1824 W. Broadway Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85041
Phone 602-246-8661 Fax 623-931-3061
Email cchapman@tectaamerica.com

2ND VICE PRESIDENT - RUSSEL

GRYPHON ROOFING

HYMAN

2128 East Cedar Street
Tempe, Arizona 85281
Phone 480-994-5500 Fax 480-994-1189
Email russelh@gryphonaz.com

SECRETARY/TREASURER - RON

PIONEER ROOFING

GIBBONS

9221 North 15th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
Phone 602-944-2696 Fax 602-997-0623
Email rgibbons@pioneer-az.com

PAST PRESIDENT - SAL

INCA ROOFING

FLORES

2430 East Danbury Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85032
Phone 602-544-0998 Fax 602-589-0411
Email salflores@incaroofing.com

DIRECTOR - JERRY

WRECORP

BROWN

6829 West Corrine Drive
Peoria, Arizona 85381
Phone 623-878-7117 Fax 800 861-0907
Email jerry@wrecorp.com

DIRECTOR - RON

BROWN

JIM BROWN & SONS ROOFING CO., INC.
5537 North 59th Avenue
Glendale, Arizona 85301
Phone 623-247-9252 Fax 623-435-8577
Email ron@jbsroofingaz.com

DIRECTOR - JASON

KILL

ROOFING CONSULTANTS OF ARIZONA
8703 East MacKenzie Drive
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251
Phone 480-941-5486 Fax 480-968-1316
Email jason@roofingconsultantsofaz.com

DIRECTOR - DAVE

METZ

E-LAS-TEK ROOF COATINGS/ERSYSTEMS
3700 South Palo Verde Road
Tucson, Arizona 85713
Phone 520-624-6282 Fax 520-624-9696
Email davidm@itwsealants.com

DIRECTOR - LARRY

MILLER

GORMAN ROOFING SERVICES

2229 East Universtiy Drive
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
Phone 602-262-2423 Fax 602-262-2405
Email larrym@gormanroofingservices.com

DIRECTOR - SCOTT

MORGAN

TAMKO BUILDING PRODUCTS

5045 West Colter Street
Glendale, Arizona 85301
Phone 602-684-0741 Fax 480-858-0846
Email scott_morgan@tamko.com

DIRECTOR - ANDY

PEARMAN

ABC SUPPLY

535 East 16th Street
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Phone 520-629-6909 Fax 520-629-6913
Email andy.pearman@abcsupply.com

DIRECTOR - PETE

SCHMAUTZ

STAR ROOFING

9201 North 9th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85021
Phone 602-944-3323 Fax 602-944-4749
Email pschmautz@starroofingaz.com

DIRECTOR - KIM

SCHOLTEN

WESTERN COLLOID

PO Box 50688
Phoenix, Arizona 85076
Phone 480-883-2866 Fax 480-452-0249
Email kim.westerncolloid@gmail.com

DIRECTOR - JOY

SEITZ

AMERICAN SOLAR & ROOFING

1230 W 23rd St
Tempe, Arizona 85282
Phone 480-994-1440 Fax 480-994-1438
Email joy.seitz@americansolarandroofing.com

DIRECTOR - JEFF

STARKWEATHER

STARKWEATHER ROOFING

29455 N. Cave Creek Road, Ste. 118-631
Cave Creek, Arizona 85331
Phone 602-997-0529 Fax 602-395-0369
Email jeff@starkweatherroof.com

DIRECTOR - MIKE

HENRY COMPANY

WADDING

13447 North 37th Drive
Phoenix, Arizona 85029
Phone 602-375-0433 Fax 602-439-4724
Email mwadding@henry.com

DIRECTOR - TRACY

SUNVEK ROOFING

WALLIS

2514 E. Mohawk Ln., Ste. 114
Phoenix, Arizona 85050
Phone 623-349-7663 Fax 623-434-9035
Email tracyw@sunvek.com

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - DUANE

YOURKO

AZ ROOFING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
4745 North 7th Street, Sute 102
Phoenix, Arizona 85014
Phone 602-335-0133 Fax 602-335-0118
Email dyourko@azroofing.org

ARIZONA ROOFING CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

2016 COMMITTEE CONTACTS

Awards Committee

Membership/Marketing Committee (continued)

Budget & Investment Committee

Nominations & Elections Committee

Convention Committee

Registrar Of Contractors Committee

Rhonda LaNue - Lyons Roofing
Office: 602-276-5515
Fax: 602-276-7089
Email: rlanue@lyonsroofing.com
Ron Gibbons - Pioneer Roofing
Office: 602-944-2696
Fax: 602-997-0623
Email: rgibbons@pioneer-az.com
Kim Scholten - Western Colloid
Office: 480-883-2866
Fax: 480-452-0249
Email: kim.westerncolloid@gmail.com
Dave Metz - E-las-tek Roof Coatings/ERSystems
Office: 520-624-6282
Fax: 520-624-9696
Email: davidm@itwsealants.com

Education & Safety Committee

Jerry Brown - WRECORP
Office: 623-878-7117
Fax: 800-861-0907
Email: jerry@wrecorp.com
Greg Sachse - Resecō Insurance Advisors, LLC
Office: 602-753-4273
Fax: 602-419-2242
Email: gsachse@resecoadvisors.com

Executive Committee

Rhonda LaNue - Lyons Roofing
Office: 602-276-5515
Fax: 602-276-7089
Email: rlanue@lyonsroofing.com

Golf Committee

Chuck Chapman - Tecta America Arizona
Office: 602-246-8661
Fax: 623-931-3061
Email: cchapman@tectaamerica.com
Andy Clarke - Classic Roofing
Office: 602-442-5550
Fax: 602-442-4427
Email: aclarke@classicaz.com
Pete Schmautz - Star Roofing
Office: 602-944-3323
Fax: 602-944-4749
Email: pschmautz@staroof.com

Green Buildings/LEED Committee

Dave Coultrap - Division Seven Systems
Office: 480-917-8383
Fax: 480-726-3744
Email: daveofdiv7@aol.com
Mary Coultrap - Division Seven Systems
Office: 480-917-8383
Fax: 480-726-3744
Email: mecoultrap@aol.com

Insurance Committee

David DelNoce - Eaton-Provident Group
Office: 480-385-7350
Fax: 480-946-3512
Email: ddelnoce@e-pgroup.com

Meetings & Seminars Committee

Joy Seitz - American Solar & Roofing
Office: 480-941-7400
Fax: 480-994-1438
Email: joy.seitz@americansolarandroofing.com

Membership/Marketing Committee

Valorie Miller - Jim Brown & Sons Roofing
Office: 623-247-9252 Fax: 623-435-8577
Email: val@jbsroofingaz.com

Larry Miller - Gorman Roofing Services
Phone 602-262-2423 Fax 602-262-2405
Email larrym@gormanroofingservices.com

Sal Flores - Inca Roofing
Office: 602-544-0998
Fax: 602-589-0411
Email: jyoder@staroof.com

Tim Ducar - Law Offices of Timothy D. Ducar, PLC
Office: 480-502-2119
Fax: 480-452-0900
Email: tducar@azlawyers.com

Sponsorship Committee

Chuck Chapman - Tecta America Arizona
Office: 602-246-8661
Fax: 623-931-3061
Email: cchapman@tectaamerica.com
John Plescia - Star Roofing
Office: 602-944-3323
Fax: 602-944-4749
Email: jplescia@staroof.com

Technical Committee

Pete Schmautz - Star Roofing
Office: 602-944-3323
Fax: 602-944-4749
Email: pschmautz@staroof.com
Dave Coultrap - Division Seven Systems
Office: 480-917-8383
Fax: 480-726-3744
Email: daveofdiv7@aol.com
Ron Gibbons - Pioneer Roofing
Office: 602-944-2696
Fax: 602-997-0623
Email: rgibbons@pioneer-az.com

Training & Career Promotion Committee
Rhonda LaNue - Lyons Roofing
Office: 602-276-5515
Fax: 602-276-7089
Email: rlanue@lyonsroofing.com

Young Professionals Committee
Jason Kill - Roofing Consultants of Arizona, Inc.
Office: 480-941-5486 Fax: 480-968-1316
Email: jason@rcoaz.com

ARCA/ARIF COMMITTEES
Charity Bowling Phoenix Committee
Ron Gibbons - Pioneer Roofing
Office: 602-944-2696
Fax: 602-997-0623
Email: rgibbons@pioneer-az.com

Charity Bowling Tucson Committee

Donna Maynard - Allied Building Products
Office: 520-795-7663 Fax: 520-795-1846
Email: donna.maynard@alliedbuilding.com
Holly Shine - RoofLine Supply & Delivery
Office: 520-622-6775 Fax: 520-798-3350
Email: hshine@rooflinesupply.com

Sporting Clays Committee

Ron Brown - Jim Brown & Sons Roofing
Office: 623-247-9252 Fax: 623-435-8577
Email: ron@jbsroofingaz.com

2016 ARCA SPONSORS
PLATINUM SPONSORS
EAGLE ROOFING PRODUCTS

KM COATINGS MFG.

TAMKO ROOFING PRODUCTS

GAF MATERIALS

APOC

STAR ROOFING

ROOFING SUPPLY GROUP

ELITE ROOFING SUPPLY

Charter Platinum Sponsor

Charter Platinum Sponsor

15th Year Platinum Sponsor

15th Year Platinum Sponsor

6th Year Platinum Sponsor

5th Year Platinum Sponsor

3rd Year Platinum Sponsor

1st Year Platinum Sponsor

A B C SUPPLY COMPANY
12th Year Platinum Sponsor

GOLD SPONSORS
CLASSIC ROOFING
GORMAN SERVICES
LYONS ROOFING

TECTA AMERICA ARIZONA, LLC
MALARKEY ROOFING PRODUCTS

SILVER SPONSORS
AAA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
ALLIED BUILDING PRODUCTS
ATLAS ROOFING CORP.
BEST MATERIALS
COATING & FOAM SOLUTIONS, LLC
E-LAS-TEK/ERSYSTEMS
FREELITE
INCA ROOFING
JIM BROWN & SONS ROOFING
JOHNS MANVILLE
OMG, INC.
OWENS CORNING

PERFORMANCE ROOF SYSTEMS
PIONEER ROOFING
POLYGLASS
QUEST CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
ROOFING CONSULTANTS OF AZ
ROOFLINE SUPPLY & DELIVERY
RWC BUILDING PRODUCTS
SOPREMA
STARKWEATHER ROOFING, INC.
THE MAHONEY GROUP
WESTERN COLLOID

BRONZE SPONSORS
A-2-Z ROOFING & SUPPLY CO., INC.
ALAN BRADLEY ROOFING
ARTISTIC ROOFING SYSTEMS, LLC
ATAS INTERNATIONAL
BITEC
BORAL ROOFING
CANYON STATE ROOFING & CONSULTING
CARLISLE SYNTEC
CLEASBY MFG
DAS PRODUCTS
DIVISION SEVEN SYSTEMS, INC.
FIRESTONE BUILDING PRODUCTS
HEADLEE ROOFING COMPANY
HEALTHY STRUCTURES
HUNTER PANELS
IMAGE ROOFING

JEV ROOFING & CO.
KYKO ROOFING
LAW OFFICES OF TIMOTHY DUCAR, PLC
MAC ARUTHUR CO.
METAL WORKS INC.
NEW LIFE ROOFING
O’HAGIN MFG., LLC
PACIFIC COAST SUPPLY, INC.
PRO-TECH PRODUCTS, INC.
QUAIL RUN BUILDING MATERIALS, INC.
ROCK ROOFING, LLC
ROOFING SOUTHWEST
SCOTT ROOFING
SECTION 7 MARKETING
VERDE INDUSTRIES

